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About JAn GerArd PAlm
Jan Gerard Palm, one of the Caribbean’s most prominent 19th century composers, lived from 1831 
to 1905 on the island of Curaçao. Palm is often referred to as the “Father of Curaçao’s classical 
music”. By a relatively young age, he already directed several musical ensembles. In 1859, he was 
appointed music director of the citizen’s guard orchestra on Curaçao. Jan Gerard Palm played 
several musical instruments including piano, organ, lute, clarinet, flute and mandolin. As an 
organist, Palm played for many years in the Jewish Emanu-El and Mikvé Israel synagogue, the 
Protestant Fort Church and the Igualdad Lodge on Curaçao. Jan Gerard Palm was also a regular 
contributor to the widely read and influential periodical Notas y Letras (Notes and Letters). 
This periodical was published on Curaçao in the period 1886-1888, with numerous subscribers 
throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.

As a composer, Jan Gerard Palm can be characterised as original, bold and sometimes even 
brazen. The uniqueness of his creative talent was his ability to combine delicate sensitivity and 
forceful vitality. His waltzes and mazurkas show a rich use of harmonic variations. His polkas, 
marches and galop reveal his buoyant lifestyle. Palm was often progressive, in the sense of not 
being afraid of using chords that were (and still are) relatively unusual. The rhythms that he 
wrote for each of his danzas are typically complex, very Creole and sensual. In the predominantly 
prudish 19th century, Jan Gerard Palm was the only composer who dared to write erotic tumbas. 
Alongside dance music, Palm also wrote larger works for the orchestra and for piano and violin, 
marches and several pieces for services in the synagogue, the Protestant church and the Lodge.
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This album contains a substantial subset of the waltzes, mazurkas, danzas, polkas and tumbas, and 
also a galop, that Jan Gerard Palm has written for the piano. One of the objectives was to present an 
anthology of Jan Gerard Palm’s compositions while sticking as closely as possible to the composer’s 
handwritten manuscripts. This was fully achieved with 23 of the 30 compositions on this album. 
One of the other compositions (nr. 6 on the CD) was published by the composer in Notas y Letras 
(1886). With the six compositions (nrs. 2, 4, 17, 19, 22, 26) where originals manuscripts could not 
be found, we relied on copies (sometimes with slight adaptations) made by some of Palm’s musical 
descendants. Here we acknowledge especially Edgar Palm (1905 -1998), a great-grandson of the 
composer, who did an excellent job in dedicating most of his 93 years to preserving and promoting 
Jan Gerard Palm’s oeuvre.   

The Curaçaon waltz can be characterised by its rich use of syncopations in the melody as well as 
the rhythmical accompaniment. The basic rhythm is determined by the hemiola, a metrical pattern 
in which two bars in simple triple time (3/4) are articulated as if they were three bars in simple 
duple time (2/2 or 2/4). In the Curaçaon waltz, the hemiola is created through four basic rhythmical 
variants as shown in Figure 1. 

A typical Curaçaon waltz consists of two or three parts, each of 16 bars. Jan Gerard Palm succeeded, 
in all his waltzes, to create, within this tight miniature regime of a limited prescribed number of 
bars, a passionate and imaginative succession of chords that are not only a pleasure to listen 
to but also provide wings to the feet of dancing couples. Several of Jan Gerard Palm’s waltzes 

this music Album
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were written to sublimate a moment of sorrow, to honour loved ones, or to express elation.  
The Engelenzang waltz is not only one of the most beautiful but also the oldest known Curaçaon 
waltz and dates from before 1867. Jan Gerard Palm wrote this waltz after a dream about singing 
angels visiting him to take away his soul... It will come as quite a surprise to present-day lovers 
of 19th century Curaçaon music, that Engelenzang, like several other waltzes in the album,  
has a traditional, European-style accompaniment instead of one of the creole patterns shown in 
Figure 1. Kleine Frits was written for his son Frits, who was, at that time, still a child. An attentive 

Figure 1. Four rhythmical variants used in the Curaçaon waltz

Traditional rhythm of the European waltz 

Curaçaon dactylus 

  

“4 x 1/8” rhythm

  

Variant of the “4 x 1/8” rhythm  

“6 x 1/8” rhythm
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listener will recognise in the second part of this waltz a circling two-wheeler. He dedicated El 18 de 
Febrero to his last great love, Amalia Elodia Perez from Venezuela. February 18th was her birthday.  
It was published in 1886 in the previously mentioned influential periodical Notas y Letras. 

The mazurkas of Jan Gerard Palm are reckoned among the most beautiful examples of Curaçaon 
music. The mazurka originally stems from Poland. It is a stylised dance, in triple metre with a lively 
tempo and a heavy accent on the second or third beat. In the mazurkas composed by Jan Gerard 
Palm, one may notice the influence of the Polish-French composer Frédérique Chopin. However, 
contrary to Chopin’s mazurkas, in the Curaçaon mazurka the accent is on the first beat. Another 
striking characteristic of the Curaçaon mazurka is the valse dansante that is often used in the third 
part of a four-part mazurka. In Palm’s Qué Bueno! mazurka, one hears a fine example of this 
valse dansante. The mazurka Betsy is dedicated to his granddaughter Jeanette Gijsbertha (Betsy) 
Palm (1888-1940) who was not only a talented pianist but also one of the few female Curaçaon 
composers. One needs a high level of piano mastery to perform this mazurka, owing to the wide 
octave swings in the second part. Perhaps Jan Gerard Palm wanted to express his admiration for her 
piano playing by dedicating this particular mazurka to her. The mazurka Pensando el 3 de Enero was 
probably dedicated to his son in law, Carl Frederik Muskus (1857-1922), since this was his birthday. 
This mazurka which is still being danced on Curaçao, although only by very skilled dancers, was 
considered to be a party highlight in the 19th century and at the beginning of the 20th century.  
At that time, balls were opened by a polonaise or a march (at dress balls, the quadrille), followed by 
waltzes and the mazurka was left for a later hour, when the party was in full swing and the festive 
cheer at its highest.
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The danza is generally considered to be the most exquisite and poetic form of 19th century Caribbean 
art. The first danza was published in Havana in 1803. Traditionally, the danza consists of two or three 
sections. The first section goes back furthest in history, with its origins in the English country dance 
of the 16th century. In 18th century France, country dance became contredanse, from which cotillon 
and the quadrille were developed. The contredanse was very much en vogue in the French colony of 
Saint Domingue, as Haiti was then called. After a slave rebellion in 1791, numerous French colonists 
fled to the Cuban province of Oriente, taking their contredanse with them and sowing its seeds in 
the fertile Cuban soil. The enrichment of Hispano-Cuban culture with French colonial music at the 
end of the 18th century was a critical factor, the spark that induced the birth of the Caribbean danza. 
Henceforth, the flowing melodious lines of Latin-Iberian songs, with their evocation of the highlights 
of life, were to follow as a second part, building upon the French contredanse that became the 
introduction. In contrast to the more northern style and restrained character of the first part, the 
following parts have the emotional exuberance of passionate Latin-Iberian chants and of rhythms 
derived from Africa. 
The rhythms that Jan Gerard Palm used in his danzas are complex and very Creole. His danzas are 
some of the most sophisticated in the whole Caribbean. In each danza, Jan Gerard Palm opted for a 
different rhythmical pattern, albeit mostly based on the cinquillo pattern. The cinquillo, is a five-note 
figure in duple metre in which a triplet is followed by two eight notes. The danza Beshimantó is a 
papiamentu version of Beshiman Tov, expressing ‘Good Luck’ after a Jewish wedding ceremony in 
Curaçao. Djuku is the name of an endangered and delicate tree, more formally known as ‘Caesalpinia 
ciliate’. The story goes that a Djuku nut will bring good luck, although the Djuku is used on Curaçao 
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by goldsmiths to make precious jewels. Most probably, Jan Gerard Palm wrote the danza Anna for 
his daughter Anna Muskus-Palm (1858-1990). Erani ta malu (literally, Erani feels sick) is one of Jan 
Gerard Palm’s most popular danzas. Palm composed this danza around a topical and satirical text, 
based on an incident that caused much gossip in 19th century Curaçao. Erani pretended to be sick 
and informed her boss that she would not be able to work for some time. However, in reality, Erani 
was pregnant but she did not dare to tell…

The tumba is the most internationally renowned form of Curaçaon music and is an African-derived 
rhythm. The tumba was known as early as the 19th century and it is now a popular part of the 
Carnival march on Curaçao. In the 19th century, the tumba was often banned from genteel parties 
during the early hours of the evening because of its provocative rhythm and the sensuous dancing 
it provoked. It was only permitted sometimes after midnight - when all the young and unmarried 
ladies of unquestionable chastity had already left the party. Like the Calypso from Trinidad, the 
Mexican corrido, the Cueca from Chili and the Plena from Puerto Rico, the traditional tumba can 
be characterised by its often-satirical lyrics that allude to scandals in Curaçaon society. Jan Gerard 
Palm was the first composer to write music to accompany the lyrics of tumbas. This made him very 
popular among the more humble people on the island. On account of the cinquillo, the rhythms 
of the tumba and the final part of the danza are essentially the same. The second part of the danza 
Erani on this CD, is in the rhythmical sense actually a tumba, but played in a very short tempo.  
The tumba Jan Schorrenber refers to the surgeon Schorrenberg. He arrived on Curaçao in 1829, 
but left for Suriname in 1846 having sold all his properties but taking all his slaves with him.  
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The tumba Shi Marichi is dedicated to Maria Felecie Celestina. Maria (known as Shi Marichi) was a 
woman with great charm and an unparalleled sensual wiggle (a zoyá in papiamentu). The tumba 
Shi Marichi has always been controversial because of the unusual chords (not true dissonants) in its 
second part. The late Angel Job, a television presenter on Curaçao, known for his tongue-in-cheek 
remarks, summed up Shi Marichi quite nicely: ”It sounds great because it is totally out of tune.”

The polka originated in the first half of the 19th century in Bohemia but became very popular all 
over the world. In the USA, the polka provoked numerous jokes about the presidential candidate 
James K. Polk. Nevertheless, or maybe because of this, Polk became the eleventh president of the 
United States, serving from 1845-1849. The polka became a popular dance in 19th century Curaçao. 
Jan Gerard Palm composed at least fifteen polkas, all of which can be characterised as fast and very 
lively.      

The Galop dance gets its name from the fastest running gait of a horse. The galop was a forerunner 
of the polka and was a particularly popular choice to close an evening’s dancing. Jan Gerard Palm’s 
galop Mi Pikete opens with a surprising and very dynamic introduction followed by a sparkling 
galop. 
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Robert Rojer (Curaçao, 1939 -) is a great-great-grandson of Jan Gerard Palm. Robert Rojer started his 
musical training under the guidance of his maternal grandfather, the musician and composer Jacobo 
Palm (1887-1982). Robert was brought up in the ambience and traditions of 19th century Caribbean 
music. He went to the Netherlands to study medicine, and continued his musical training there. He 
specialised in Internal Medicine and was appointed a professor at the University of Groningen in 
1999. Despite this success, Robert Rojer continued to find time to be an active pianist and composer. 
In 1988, his Curaçaon Waltzes for two pianos were released in Belgium and in Curaçao (RGIP CD 
87017) and these were followed, some years later, by another CD with a comprehensive collection 
of danzas by the Cuban composer Ignacio Cervantes (1847-1905). 
This new and unique CD, with a substantial subset of the dance music composed by Jan Gerard 
Palm, is the result of a project that was set out to collect and publish the music scores of Jan Gerard 
Palm. The music sheets for the pieces that Robert Rojer plays on this CD have been published by 
Broekmans & Van Poppel and can be ordered at www.broekmans.com.

robert roJer
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1 Waltz el viejo moyo 16 Waltz La casa blanca
2 Danza  anna 17 Tumba shi marichi
3 Waltz el triste presente 18 Waltz La despedida de eliza
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6 Waltz el 18 de febrero 21 Danza La trigueña
7 Danza beshimantó 22 mazurka casino
8 Polka 14 de mayo 23 Waltz mis ojitos
9 Waltz engelenzang 24 Polka Ka’i orgel
10 Danza Djuku 25 Waltz un sueño en la menor
11 mazurka Pensando el 3 de enero 26 Danza erani ta malu
12 Waltz catrien 27 Waltz La paciencia
13 Danza emilio 28 Polka  Kleine jan
14 Waltz Kleine frits 29 mazurka  betsy
15 Polka  eduardo 30 Galop mi pikete


